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of a lectureThe attached is the text, in translation,

prepared in March 1944 by a member of the 8th Abteilung

the German Air Ministry).(Archives and Historical Branch of

In accordance v/ith the usual procedure it was sub-2.

mitted to higher authority for approval and a number of

As these are of somepencilled annotations were nB-de.

interest as indicative of the doubtful accuracy of the

passages marked, they have been inserted in rod on the trans

lation.

The names of German formations have been l«ft un-

The follov;ing brief explanation is considered

to be mbre useful then an attempt to render the terms into

3.

translated.

a rough English equivalent.

(a)The strength of a Staffed varied at
different periods of the war from
9 to 16 aircraft (initial Establishment),
but for the period covered by this study
it is safe to take 9 as the correct

figure.

(b)A Gruppo consisted of 3 Staffeln,
although in the later stages of the
war this was often increased to 4.

In addition, it had a Gruppenstab -
a sort of Headquarters Plight, usually
of 3 or 4 aircraft.

(c)A Ges.Qhimder \Ta.s composed of 3 4
Gruppen plus a Geschwader Stab of
usually 3 or 4 aircraft.
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1.

At the 'time t;hen the LuftiA^affe niade its appearance in the
Mediterranean area, at first in Sicily, at the beginning of 1941, the
position there was as follovTS,

Italy had been at war with England-for six months and after
advancing a short distance in North Africa across the Egyptian border
as far as Sidi Barani, she w&s obliged to withdraw her forces aga^in to
the West owing to a badly organised supply organisation. German Ariiy
Units, had been moved to Tripolitania to strengthen its defence. The
Italian mainland had not as yet been touched by eneny attacks, although
a few airfields in Sicily had been bombed by aircraft based on Malta.

Since November 194-0, the English had been busy trying to establish
a base in Greece via Crete from which to invade Central Europe. ,

The Luftwaffe in the Mediterranean v/as therefore set the, ;following
tasks at the beginning of 194-1 -

(i) To neutralise Malta as a base for air or naval forces, thus
securing our own supply route from!' Italy to Africa,

(ii) To interfere with the shortest sea route between.England and
Egypt through the Mediterranean,

(iii) To rout the enemy in the Balkans and in Crete,

(iv) To support the army in the battles in Africa.

KTiilst the neutralisation of Malta and. the interference writh British
naval traffic in the Mediterranean was to be accomplished through air
operations alone, the Luftwaffe had to co-operate closely with the army
in the Balkans and in Africa. Further tasks became necessary as the
situation developed.

2.

3.

4-,

Course of Events5.

A supply convoy sailing from Gibraltar to Malta and consisting of
23 ships, among them the aircraft carrier ’JIllustrious" and two battleships,

sighted by our reconnaissance aircraft'north of Bougie on 7th January,
aircraft delivered a low-level

Carrier aircraft

was £

194-1. Fighter bombers and torpedo-carrying
and dive-bombing attack on the convoy south of Sardinia,
presented no danger worth mentioning since they were of an obsolete type.

Fighters based on Malta found the
Bad weather helped the sea

Naval flak caused slight losses,
distance to the target area too great, _
operations so that parts of the convoy, including the "Illustrious' ,
reached Malta. There follo-wed a series of day and night attacks ..by
Ju 88'3 and He Ill's and day attacks by Ju 87's and Me 110's on ships in

Dive bombing and levelthe harbour of Valetta and on airfields on Malta,
flight attacks made from a medium height, in which escorting aircraft
also took part, achieved on the whole good results. Several hits on the
aircraft carrier by S.C. 1000 and 500 bombs were reported and confirmed
in aerial photographs but she did not sink and on the 24-th January, under
cover of bad weather, she left port for Alexandria. Our own losses were
tolerable and were caused mainly by accurate flak and, to a lesser

?by Hurricanes. Air supremacy over the Island was won in February, 194-1.
?At times Malta had only three fighters ready for immediate action. Our

'ov;n air attacks were aimed at the following - Main target, operationally
'active airfields; second target, heavily occupied airfields; _ '
harbour installations and ships in port. It became very difficult lor
the enemy to bring up supplies to Malta since he was unable to provide ^
any fighter escort for the long sea routes along the coast of North Africa.
Prom the middle of 1941 onwards the task of continuing to pin Malta down
fell to the Italians. They did not succeed and Malta rose again.

/6.
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^  the Gerr.ian i:jfricd Corps had been, in action on the
ince the hecinnintr of February, . 1941 ̂ had reconquer’ed;

of Tobruk^ had established;
the land fighting strong support

6. i'.feanv/hile,
Gerraan Jtont s

Oyrenaica and, with the exception
the Egyptian Frontier. The Luftwaffe gave
by means of Stulca and long range fighter attacks.

the Balkan Front and against
rations in the

The Luftwaffe operations in Spring
Crete formed the. most rapidly completed phase of its oper
liediterranean during 1941.

on7.

the LuftT;affe had the followinggtasks -In the Balkans

To achieve and maintain air supremacy by crushing the ener.^ air
force and'its ground organisation. ■

(i)

8.

To give indirect support, to the Army,by destroying ener:y. transport
and supply services and consequently making enemy operations
ir-possible.

(ii)

direct support to the land fighting forces in their(iii) To give■
battles.

drop parachute and airborne troops at strategic points and
safe.

(iv) To
to make these airborne landing operations

To bomb eneiny naval forces and harbour installations, thus .
the other hand,hinde/ 'ing the bringing up of supplies or, on

(v)

threatening the enemy in retreat.

these tasks -betvreen the 6th April and 2nd May,The LufWaffe carried out
1941, after v/rekting the air supremacy from a stubborn enemy. ,,

Barely three weeks later, on the 20th May, began the conquest of Crete,
An island had to be conquered in a campaign where the attacker had -
practically no naval forces, but a superior air force, whereas, the
had a large ruaval force and a wealc air force at his disposal. The
burden in the battle for Crete fell upon the Luftwaffe, i-hrst of all bomber
and Stuka formations did the vrork of the heavy artillery by bombitXi
artillery positions, strongpoint.s, gun emplacements, reserves, etc, .
Following the bombardment of the few enemy airfields on Crete, which
forced the British air forces there to retreat to Egypt, Cyprus and
Palestine, the Luftwaffe landed parachute and airborne troops and attacked
naval units which, owing to lack of fighter cover, suffered heavy looSCo.
The successful occupation of• Crete and its operationLa ‘'thfELternincreased danger from the Luftwaffe to enemy sea transport in the eastern
Mediterranean. In conjunction with the Italian Dodecanese, a gateway to
the Aegean and consequently to South Eastern jSurope had been closed,
which meant that so long as Turkey remained neutral the energy coulo. not
break out fro, . .. the Eastern Mediterranean v/ith the forces then at his
disposal. This result-was achieved by the efforts of the Luftwaffe,

9.

the seas seemed to have been successfully Jorokep^by^qi^
The events :superiority. ^The events in Crete cannot, however, be regarded as o/pical

sSrthey took place in an isolated theatre of war and the enemy air
force, owing to its nisierical inferiority, presented no serious opposition.
In the case of Crete, air superiority, however, achieved its am, namely,,
the conquest of the island.

a successful attack had been11. As early as the middle of January 1941 j . t  • 4.u
mde on the Suez Canal by Luftwaffe aircraft based on Bengasi, and ^ath

the Eastern Mediterranean also fell
the Suez Canal,the fall of Crete enemy targets

within the orbit of Luftwaffe operations. _ Targets a
Port Said, Suez, Alexandria, and the airiields along Suez Canal tr ^'rich S ht attacks were fl^m against our Hinterland and ^r-and-to^the enemy advanced formations, were subjected to ^ ‘'glide approach ni:ht at-„acks fro.;, a mediu^a height; these atuacko ^rere to

extent successful.

in

bases

s ome

/12.
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12. In consequence of sunken shipping, and mine sv/eeping opei'ations, the
Suez Canal had to be temporarily closed, at times for as long as three weeks
at a strerch, A more permanent closing of the anal could not be achieved
^Tith the forces available.

.  ri3. The 300 kmi v/ide gateway betT/een Crete and Cyrenaica was constautly
uWatched by the Luftwaffe and thus -che shortest sea route betv/een England and
'\^e Near and Par East v/as practically broken.
14. The advantage of being able to concentrate air forces quickly v/hs in
contrast to the British defoices, which were not yet fully equipped and this
T;as apparent every\7hore in the Mediterranean,
forces brought; rhe earliest successes. Tho British , however, continued to
build up and fortify their .defences in Malta and in xhe Eastern Mediterranean.
The number of aircraft reinforcements to Malta and Egypt from America and
England increased from month ro month.

Surprise and concentration of

15. Tovtards the end of I94I it became clear that the Italians vrere incapable
of holding dorm Malta by themselves and as the losses on the African supply
route became heavier, the Fuehrer ordered a concentration of the forces of the
iixis powers to be set up in the Mediterranean,
moved into the area, the C-in-C Southern Section, who was also head of Luftflotte 2,

entrusted with the Command, and the chief area of Luftwaffe activities shifted

J\dditional formations were

T/as

again to'the Central Mediterranean.

16, Field Marshal Kesselring was given the task of eliminating Malta as a sea and
air base. The primary condition for holding the Axis position in North Africa
was supremacy in the air and on the seas which 'V'ra.s to be achieved by the
LuftsTaffe, ■ Prom the enemy's point of view, Malta was the centre of

Meditei-ranean strategy, the aim being to paralyse the Gexuian/ltalian traffic
to Africa, to keep open the sea route from West to East fi.k* , their ovm ships
and to make possible an attack on Italy,

V

17, The fihst task was to smash the enemy air forces and their ground
organisation and' at the same time to stop the flow of fighter reinforcements.
Enemy war and merchant ships in and around Malta had to be destroyed, the ports
paralysed and thereby all supplies cu'c off.

IB. For the attack on Malta -che follo'.Ting units wex'e available -

3 Bomber Geschwader -v'dth altogether 8 Gruppen
2 Stuika Gruppen
2 Torpedo-carrying S'^affeln
2.Fighter Geschwader mth alrogether 5 Gruppen
1 Night fighter Gruppe
1 T.E. fighter Gruppe
1 Long range Recce Staffed

19. Pnom the beginning of January until the end of April,1942, Malta
subjected to constant day and night attacks. At times all flying activity

stopped especially when German and Italian convoys passed to and fromv/as

Africa,
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The following figures give some indication of the strength cf

the attacks,' On days of major operations more than 500 aircraft were • ■

in action against Malta. 'In January 1942 alone, Malta had 263 air raid
Y/arnings and between January and the end of Af>ril 19, 462 aircraft with
bomb load of approximately 8,400 tons were in operation against the islands

The. eneny lost 251 aircraft shot dovm or destroyed on the ground, against
a loss of 60 of our OYjn. In spite of'^a.n additional 80 fighters the
operational strength,fell frcm 200 16 '30, out of which at "times only
fromi 1-3 aircraft ̂ Yere ready for immediate action.

20.

a

At first the fighter defence consisted of Hurricanes, and these did
not inflict any great losses; later on Spitfires operating from aircraft

south of the Balearics increased the-defensive strength of Malta

Our own convoys were able to sail past Malta

21.

carriers

to a considerable degree,
at a distance of 150 km. from the island because bomber and torpedo-carrying
aircraft were unable to take off from Malta owing to our continuous air

attacks and fighter patrols,
Malta because very heavy and accurate -flak of all calibres caused us heavy
losses Y/hich were not justified by the results achieved.

Low level attacks were never possible on

'22. By April 1942, Malta had been temporarily eliminated as a sea and air
The arny was planning an attack on Egypt and its execution depended

on the safe passage of the transports destined to reinforce the armoured
The route through the Mediterranean v/as, however, only

base.

units in Africa,

?

safe so long as Malta was out of action.

The, operational air Tvarfare.w'aged against Malta had. shown that the
air force can be one of the deciding factors even at sea, once air supremacy
has been won and maintained, but it has also shovm that air superiority alone

The fortress of Malta could be held down and

23..

does not decide the .issue,

at times even paralysed, but only the occupation of the island could have
That Malta vjas not occupied was primarily dueachieved a final decision,

to the fact that the war was being waged in conjunction with the Italians.-

The Italian Fleet, however, was not ready to join in the fight, the Italian
Through an air offensive alone,parachute troops vrere not up to strength,

as was the case in Crete, the conquest of Malta would have entailed very
heavy German losses and the Fuehrer therefore decided against it,

.  Some of our own units had to be sent to other fronts and the rest of

our forces had the dual task of waging active war on^Malta and supporting
the army in Africa; as a result Malta made a determined effort at the^end
of April to regain her air superiority. Spitfires manned by Battle of

(Britain pilots arrived from England, and on the 19th May the II Pliegerkorps
reported that day attacks vjere no longer possible because of the increased

* ^fighter strength on Malta, reinforcements having been conn.ng in since the
28th April., British bomber and torpedo-carrying aircraft were sent to
Malta and again threatened the German/ltalian supply route to Africa,
the great offensive on Malta had not achieved a'decisive victory.

24

Thus

25. Field Marshal Ronmel launched his offensive on the 26th May, 1942.
The supply position was such that an advance into Egypt - with the Suez Canal
as its first objective - seemed possible. The Battle of Bir Achi'm, a
desert strongpoint south of Tobruk, deprived this offensive of its desired
result. This fortress, defended by 4500 Free French troops under the
command of the Alaation General Konig, held out for nine whole days_against

attack of nearly three Divisions and three Reconnaissance Battalions
This meant a nine-days gain for the

an

* supported by about I5OO aircraft,
eneny and for our army and air force nine days, of losses in material,
personnel, aircraft and petrol. Those nine days were irrecoverable.
Preparations for an offensive against the fortress of Tobruk no\7 took shape
and involving as they did both army and air force, these required precise
planning. . Preceded directly by an attack by Ju 87's on a narrro strip of
the outer ring of defences of the fortress, the German Africa Corps advanced

Clouds of dust caused by the Stuka
of vision to a minimum.

and overcame the outer defences.

■  attack reduced the enemy artillery's range
formations of Ju 87's co-operating closely with the army, destroyed and
pinned down targets as briefed by the army and thus cleared a way for theland forces through the defences. Tobruk fell mthin 24 hours v/ithout^^^^^^^^

The
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rutting up any resistance in the air; the Luftviraffe together with the German
Afrrha corps .had conquered it in a combined operation. For the loss of '190
dead p?e. cap.tured 30,000 prisoners and'100 tanks. This superb'achievement was
mainly due tq, the Luftv/affe. • .

,  261 The German offensive continued to. the East, Mersa Ivlatruh fell and the
first halt came at Alamein'where the .ground and air forces had, to .be re-organised
and re-equipped* The E.A.P. although unbeaten ’was moved further back, and
beipgnear its egyptian bases, wns" able to strengthen its’fdbces rapidly
without interference from our own air force which was constantly on the move.
The v/eight. of air attacks on our spearheads increased and both the army and
air force began to ...have' :dif.f iculties v/ith their supplies due to''lengthy

I‘supply routes. In addition, Malta 'had again become so much stronger, that byJune the African, supply routes, both east, and west-going, were reported unsafe.,
. Following an order from the C-in-G of the Luft\?aff6 a renewed attack to hold

Malta do-oTi was launched on the 4th July. If was evident, hov/evor,, as early as
the 7th July, that coiifrented by 110 enemy fighter, mostly Spitfires., a dive-
bombing attack by Ju 88's was no longer possible, oven with fighter cover. The
battle was gontinued by means of level and glide-approach attacks and by the

? 13th July our cvm. air superiority was re-established,
naval escorts made repeated attempts to reach Malta, but on the whole they v/ere
not successful. In many cases the Luftv/affe, partly supported by the Italian
Fleet, wasable to force a convoy to change its course and also to sink or
damage a large number of vessels; since all'British air bases wore a long wuy
away, these convoys sailed without fighter escort.

27. The forces assigned to the task of holding Malta dovm. were 2 Bomber Gruppen
4 Fighter Gruppen and 1 Fighter Bomber Staffel, whilst 1 Bomber Geschwa'der,
} T.E. Fighter Gruppe a.nd 1 Night Fighter Gruppe v/ere to ensure the safety of
our convoys to Africa. This division of force-s shov;s'ho\7 important \-ja.s the task
of protecting the sea routes, a task which at times required an all-out effort
and most precise, calculations. But even then losses of supply vessals v;ere
often incurred by reason of‘the difficulties of.  a co-ordinated (i.e.Italo-

. ■ German) campain. The Supreme, i Commander of the Southern Area had stipulated
that two days notice was to be given before a transport sailed, so that an
escort might be provided; that Italian High Command, however, very seldom
complied with this order. The C-inC

the ships had sailed either until he heard they had been sunk or too late
to provide an escort. On the other hand, ships were sometimes held back with
out notice v/ith the result that our air escort searched'for them in vain.

The Operations of our bomber formations, covered  a wide field, and the
squadrons were'at times in action against Malta,

support and ensuring
available strength and Malta was able once more to build up the establishment on
her airfields. A force of 121 fighters and 43 T.B.
hamper our African convoys and a. renewed attack on Malta was therefore launched
on tlie 10th October, 1942. A suprise attack was no longer possible as' the
British radar systera in Sicily picked up the aircraft as soon as they took off
from their bases. During spoof attacks whore bobbers were used as a bait,
number of enemy fighters were shot down; the many bombing missions.to Malta,
however,v;hich Hid as their chief target the airfield at Luca, had to' be flown
at a disadvantage, the bombers being outnumbered"by fighters 1:2 . Several
attacks were made by 80 Ju.88's with a cover of I60 Me. 109's, but 8 days later
on 18th October, the C-in-C. -Southern Area forbade any further day atta'cks on
Malta by Ju.88 formations, even with fighter cover, because of the heavj’" losses *
in bombers. This was the 'turning point of the German air campo-ign in the
Mediterranean area; the strength of the British defences: was superior to the
offensive powers'of the Luftwaffe. Day attacks by fighter bombers continued in
order to give the threatened African supply routes every passible help.

{?

Supply convoys with strong

Southern A-rea did not know that

28.

giving the armies,air
.  the safety of our convoys. This led to adrop in our

same

aircraft was sufficient to

cX
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that the destruction of the airfields on ivlalta

considerable length of time.and yet at
29., Exrperience had taught us
through bombing attacks required,
the end of October the Supreme - Goirihander of the Luftr;affe ordered, the
destruction of these airfields v,ithin eight days with the following forces:

6 BorJoer Gruppen . ,
1 Torpedo-carryin^ Gruppe.
4 Fighter Gruppetl
-1 .Stulca Gruppe
1 Fighter.Bomber Staffel

The 0.-in-C. Southern Area irmiediately pointed out., that as previous
experience had shovm, a corqolete destruction of the airfields v/as iiTtpossiole
and only the occupation of lalta could provide a decisive ansv/er. The
attacks were launched but at t he end , of October and the. -.beginning of November
1942, a series -of events occurred whi.ch necessitated sv/itclijing■ the Luftwaffe
operations, from mlta to another theatre, .

, reorganising and
strengthening his land and air forces and v/as now in a position

attack on the African front. In this .campaign T.A.F... made its first
aipearahce -afthe beginning of, October when it-was^used to prepare and support
the British offensive. Our own numerical inferiority udts to soi.ie extent
offset by'bur nobility,'but faced by British superiority iq. numbers a.nd a
deteriorating supply situation the retreat of Boimiel's t.ank armiy was
inevitable. ^

In the, 'Eastern Mediterranean the enemy had .succeeded in
30.

an

31. -At this juncture, on 6th November 1942 began the , An^^lo-Aasrican
landin^^s in Ttcnch North Nest atfrica with Mediterranean strongpoin^s of
Oran. Alodors, Bougie and Bone. The Luftwaffe formations which had been
withdrawn from Malta carried, out long range attacks on the first thre^e large
convoys which consisted of over 200 -ships. A large n-imb^-r 0 ips ./a ^
-surdo or heavily damged during day and-..night glide-and-^ve bomDing^aUaa.o,but a decisive victory could not be achieved ov/ing to the great number of
shins which was larger than that of tlrs, attacking aircraft. . Concentrated
•attacks on the'most ecd:ern parts of the' .convoy did, hcaTOver, prevent^ a.
suspected enemy landing near Tunis. Our bomber losses increased as la,^
„„„ed fighters joined those based on aircraft carriers to ^
cover for the convoy route along the North African uoast. de therefore
concentrated on night attacks against ports where unloading operations were
bas

in progress.

InThe following figures indicate ..the bitterness of the battle,
attacks between 6th November and 25th December, i942, against the landin^
fleet and ag.ainst the troops actually landed, the- II Pliegerko^s lo

and 3Zt-0 aircraft out of a total strength of o77.

32

201 crews

set tbeAt the beginning of January, 1943, the II Fliegerkorps v/as
following tasks
33.

To protect our own convoys
To combat the enemy air forces over
To harry enemy supply convoys • .u

ack enemy land forces in co-operation with, the ariny
To undertake reconnaissance in the Nestern and Central
Mediterranean and its adjoinin^j coastal regions.  , .

To combat the U-Boats along sea routes used by our own couvoy^
To undertake and protect traneport by air which had to. .be
evployed ov/ing to our Naval losses.

There were not enough aircraft available for all these tasks and it
possible to build up concentrati-o^s. at various points- .withoui ;  oeing^ able
to force a decision in conjunction v/ith the army. By day,
aircraft Were to go into action oiiLy in d.=cisive engagements and fc heir .0, u
important task, the battle against laixLing craft, was restricted -to night
attacks. This required a constant v/atch over the harbours. Owin!- o

/ the

(i Malta and in Afrqca(ii
(iii
(iv attTo

(v

(vi
(vii
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the, lack of reconnaissance aircraft and the strength of the defences, only
one uninterrupted reconnaissance flight vms.made during a period of nine

? months.

On the 17th Februax'/, 191+3, the tactics v/hich K,G. 2. had employed so
successfully against England, six months before v/ere used for the first time

in the Mediterranean. A bomber formation approached ar low level to v/ithin
70 km. of the target, thus escaping the range of the enemy radar. The
formation then clirabed, to a height of between 3,500 and h,000 metres and
delevered a glide approach attack, releasing its bom.bs at a height of between
1,500 and 1,800 metres. The target, Bengasi Harbour, v/as still brightly lit
vdien the attack began.

35, iiftor the fall of Tunis the enemy completed his* invasion preparations.
It was not yet clear whether the landings were to take place in Sardinia
or in Sicily. As mentioned above, our night bombing attacks were at that

time directed against- asseiiibly ports and convoys sailing East, The Chief
of Offensive Operations, Southern irea, whd at times had more than I30
bombers at his disposal, ordered concentrated attacks at night or dusk.
The approach -vras flovm at low or very lovr level, preceded by Pathfinders, to
within 50-30 km, of the target. The attack itself was a glide-approach one,
from a.medium height, delivered, on a clearly marked target, but the results
T/ere not effective enough to interfere seriously vath tho enemy's landing
preparations. It y/as evident that to.th the means' at our-disposal we could
not force a decision by air operations over the sea alone while the target
areas were so heavily defended by flak and fighters. One bomber and one
fighter bomber formation achieved good results against the landing operations

unable to prevent an enemy victory, and ourI fin Sicily, but those alone were
• viand defences were weak, .

36, In August 191+3, the enemy had at his‘disposal 1,000 aircraft in Sicily,
3,000 in French North West Africa - mainly concentrated in Tunisia - and
another 1,500 in Libya and Egypt; of these 750 vrere 4-engined aircraft, and
as a result the Luftwaffe,v/as forced on to the defensive,

served directly and indirectly as a support of the array,
at Salerno presented the Luftwaffe, not vd-th a new but a re-doubled task, the
support of the land forces in their defensive battle.

The Luftwaffe

The enemy landings

37. At the end of 1943 the Lufwcffe's position in the Mediterranean \ms as

By reason of the enemy's numerical superiority - on the 1st
December 1943 he had close on 6,600 aircraft in the Mediterranean, of which
2,000 fighters and 900 bombers were in the Italian sactoi’ -.the Luftwaffe
had. been forced on to the defensive. It should be emphasised that the
activi'ties of the Luftv/affe in the Mediterranean, ’.vith a fevt exceptions such

conducted on the lines of a

folloT/3,

as Crete, Malta and several special missions, v/ere
"poor man's war", since the Mediterranean area, as a viiole, was considered a

^ secondary theatre of war.

38, Summing up, the following 1-cssons 'emerged from the course-of ;the.^ Luftwaffe
operations in the Mediterranean between 1941 und 1943:'^

1) Crete, Surprise and concentration with.the use of a new weapon enabled the
Lufwaffe to force a position against strong enemy sea and land forces and an
inadequate air force.

Z. 2) Malta. In spite of unchallenged air supremacy over the island the
' Luftwaffe alone were unable to eliminate it altogether. Even a temporary

paralysis required large forces. An island can only be totally eliminated by
its occupation, that is, by a landing operation in which all three fighting
services take parr.

Landing preparations cannot be
To have any hope of success,. - .

3) Defence against Izinding opei^ations.
camouflaged from air reconnaissance,
on assembly harbours must be delivered in great strength,
sufficient number of aircraft at our disposal in rhe Mediterranean,

applies to the dcsrruction of advancing enemy landing craft where again large
numbers of aircraft are needed to oppose the vast number of surface craft in

This is also rrue when the enemy has actually landed.

attacks

We did not have a
The sam

action at one time.

e
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4) Naval objectives vdthout fighter cover are an easy target for the
air f orce. When there is a fighter escort they can only be attacked
by day in certain exceptional cases Such as when weather conditions are
very suitable or with a strong fighter escort. Dusk and night attacks
are therefore preferable. The centre of operations agaipst Naval
objectives varies according to the general situation. The destruction
of aircraft carrieha, by eliminating bases for fighter egtcorts, makes
it easier for the Luftwaffe to attack shipping far out at
sinking of tankers can make an eneny ariry ahd air force powerless 'to
The sinking of troop transports generally causes heavy loss of life.
The sinking of freighters destroys precious war material which
landed would require far greater forces to destroy it.
clear that in the battle of supplies attacks on shipping bring far
more satisfactory results than the bombing of land objectives> added to
which, of course, the loss in shipping is important in itself.

sea. The

mov

once

It is therefore

e.

5) Support of Land Operations. Large close range formations are needed
over the battle field and just behind the front lines. Operational
bomber formations must deliver attacks on convoys and their escorts, A
large and well organised fighter force with a highly developed radar
system must be ready for offensive and defensive missions.

Of the large number of Luftwaffe operations in the Mediterranean
only a few have been mentioned in this lecture and they have been
selected to show the varied nature of the air activities. Ary lessons
learned are not only useful in the Mediterrahean theatre of war but
are of importance for the conduct of the campaigns still being waged.

394
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Sources War Diaries

X Pligerkorps
II Pliegerkorps
Luftflotten Kommando 2

African Tank Army




